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Kill Count Mark Allen 2019-05-09 THE GUNS BLAZE, THE BODIES STACK, AND THE KILL-COUNT
SKYROCKETS When a ruthless Colombian cartel kidnaps the 10-year-old son of a DEA agent for
leverage, Team Reaper unleashes a blood-and-bullets blitz that uncovers an unholy alliance dirtier than
the devil's own heart. Hunted by both a rogue black ops assassin and a cartel cutthroat, Team Reaper
take the fight from sin-soaked city streets to the jungle hell-zones of Colombia. Meanwhile, a devastating
series of terrorist attacks strike New York City as al-Qaeda rises from the ashes and ignites a political
firestorm that threatens to topple the President. With a young boy's life on the line and the fate of a nation
at stake, Team Reaper refuses to retreat. A non-stop action-fest - Kill Count is the fifth book in the thrilling
Team Reaper Series.
The Wrong Woman Leanne Kale Sparks 2022-02-08 The past is never far behind, as a string of murders
threatens to unleash long-buried secrets in this pulse-pounding thriller for fans of Melinda Leigh and T. R.
Ragan. The only survivor of Denver’s notorious “Reaper” serial murders, FBI Special Agent Kendall Beck
grapples with the ghosts of her past by seeking justice for victims of abuse. She’s neck deep in a
particularly ugly case involving the disappearance of five-year-old Emily Williams—but her investigation is
derailed when her best friend and roommate, Gwen Tavich, turns up dead floating in a nearby lake.
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Devastated by the news of Gwen’s death, Kendall teams up with Denver detective Adam Taylor to find
the killer. Gwen’s fiancé, Ty Butler, is being evasive about the last time he saw Gwen, and as the
evidence mounts against him, he’s arrested for the murder. With every new clue, Kendall questions how
well she really knew her friend. And when Gwen’s dark secrets begin spilling out one by one, she begins
to understand the devastating magnitude of her murder. The Reaper has returned to Denver—and he’s not
stopping at just one victim. As the trauma of Kendall’s past comes roaring back, she and Adam have no
time to spare before more bodies start piling up. And then Kendall makes a shocking discovery that
reveals the horrifying truth behind Emily Williams’s disappearance. Now, Kendall must confront her
darkest fears as she and the Reaper face off one more time.
The Blood Zone Michael Angel 2019-11-28 An unknown pathogen leaves divers bleeding out from horrific
wounds.A film of hot water no thicker than a child's wrist separates it from the open ocean.Its escape
threatens to turn a day at the beach into a nightmare!Hidden below the Mediterranean lies a warren of
undersea trenches, punctuated by an explosive cluster of deep-water hydrothermal vents. But when a
team of aquanauts return half-dead and covered in festering slashes, epidemiologist Leigh Austen is
called in to aid the investigation.Austen must team up with security specialist Nicholas Navarro to piece
the puzzle together. The trail leads them to an eccentric nobleman's mountain estate, down to a state-ofthe-art underseas laboratory, and then out into the boiling dark of the ocean's depths!And through it all,
they'll come face to face with an organism that, should it escape its watery tomb, will forever mark the
oceans as off limits to humanity.Hope they work best under pressure.Author's Note: The Blood Zone A
Pandemic Medical Thriller is a self-contained work and does not end on a cliffhanger. It contains a limited
amount of strong language, gore, and some graphic violence. Ratings-wise, it would either be a hard
PG-13 or soft R. Please decide to purchase accordingly.Included with this story are previews and a
special offer for the novella, The Plague Walker: A Leigh Austen Short Medical Thriller.Reviews of The
Plague Walker Pandemic Medical Thrillers: Angel manages the nearly impossible...creating memorable
characters in the midst of an intriguing mystery, action, humor and heart. -- JC Andrijeski, USA Today
Bestselling Author of the Quentin Black mystery seriesFast-paced action and sly wit make Angel's writing
irresistible fun. -- Rebecca Moesta, NYT Bestselling co-author of Young Jedi KnightsInterview with the
Author: Q - What makes a Plague Walker Pandemic Medical Thriller special? A - I've enjoyed thought-
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provoking medical or science-based fiction ever since I was old enough to read Michael Crichton's
Andromeda Strain and Robin Cook's Coma. I'm also a big fan of the modern-day thriller writers like Craig
Martelle, Michael Anderle, and Tess Gerritsen.So I've been writing these new medical thrillers as a unique
mix of the two kinds of books. Epidemiologist Leigh Austen encounters similarly apocalyptic threats...and
she does in a world rife with international skullduggery and conspiracy!Q - Why should readers give these
books a try?A - Because you'll get to meet a bunch of memorable characters - scientists, soldiers,
doctors, even a shadowy Nostradamus-like figure - in the midst of intriguing medical thrillers filled with
action, humor and heart. (Yes, I paraphrased one of my reviewers, but I can't put it any better.)Q - Tell us
more about epidemiologist Leigh Austen - what makes her tick?A - Leigh's the kind of person who'll move
mountains to help someone. She also carries hidden scars from the time her medical team was wiped out
by a killer virus in The Plague Walker. For that reason alone she'll go to any length to stop a local
outbreak from turning into a global pandemic
This Is a Thriller Alan Warren 2004-04-14 The late 1950s and early 1960s were the golden years of horror
television. Anthology series such as Way Out and Great Ghost Tales, along with certain episodes of
Twilight Zone and The Alfred Hitchcock Hour, were among the shows that consistently frightened a
generation of television viewers. And perhaps the best of them all was Thriller, hosted by Boris Karloff. In
Thriller the horror was gothic, with a darker, bleaker vision of life than its contemporaries. The show's
origins and troubled history is first discussed here, followed by biographies of such key figures as
producer William Frye, executive producer Hubbell Robinson, writers Robert Bloch and Donald S. Sanford,
and Karloff. The episode guide covers all 67 installments, providing airdate, production credits, cast, plot
synopses and critical evaluations.
Jack Be Quick Fiona Quinn 2018-04-15 It's been months since ex-Navy SEAL Jack McCullen last saw his
fiancée, Suz Molloy. He was on the other side of the world involved in a grueling black ops mission for
Iniquus Corporation at the behest of the US government. Mission fail meant a special flight home, and an
ambulance ride to the hospital where Suz should have been waiting for him. Devastated by Jack's last
death-defying act of heroism, life quickly takes a turn for the worse for Suz. Terrorists attack the school
where Suz teaches first-grade. Suz saves her students' lives, but her own moment of heroism leads the
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terrorists to believe she is a CIA operative. Suz is taken hostage. When Jack rouses from his surgery to
find Suz missing, he knows something is very wrong. Led by the psychic "knowings" of his Iniquus
colleague, Lynx, Jack risks everything as he desperately tries to reach Suz in time to thwart the terrorists'
plot and save her. This time, his mission is for more than love of country; it's for the love of his life - his
heart and soul.
Danger Signs Fiona Quinn 2021-06-10 Her choice is arranged marriage?or death?Kira al-Attiyah's hope
for a bright future in the U.S. died along with her father. Now, royal family tradition demands she marry.
Refusing? Not an option. Especially since honor killing isn't just urban legend. She knew what she had to
do. She just never expected her intended to be a terrorist?Delta Force operator Ty Newcomb's mission
was clear. He needed to make Kira fall for him, then secure an invite to meet her fiancé. From there,
taking down the man who has been on the CIA high-value target list for over a decade would be easy.
The hard part would be not developing real feelings for his beautiful target.With lives-and love-on the line,
can Ty find a way to get the bad guy and keep the girl? Or will the price of completing the mission be his
happily ever after with Kira? Danger Signs is the first novel of Quinn's newest series, Delta Force Echo,
part of the World of Iniquus.
The Cheerleaders Kara Thomas 2018-07-31 "Sharp, brilliantly plotted, and totally engrossing."--KAREN M.
MCMANUS, New York Times bestselling author of One of Us Is Lying "A crafty, dark, and disturbing
story."--KATHLEEN GLASGOW, New York Times bestselling author of Girl In Pieces "A little bit Riverdale
and a little bit Veronica Mars."--RILEY SAGER, bestselling author of Final Girls A Goodreads Best Young
Adult Book of the Year Nominee From the author of The Darkest Corners and Little Monsters comes an
all-new edge-of-your-seat thriller set in upstate New York about an eerie sequence of seemingly unrelated
events that leaves five cheerleaders dead. There are no more cheerleaders in the town of Sunnybrook.
First there was the car accident--two girls dead after hitting a tree on a rainy night. Not long after, the
murders happened. Those two girls were killed by the man next door. The police shot him, so no one will
ever know his reasons. Monica's sister was the last cheerleader to die. After her suicide, Sunnybrook High
disbanded the cheer squad. No one wanted to be reminded of the girls they'd lost. That was five years
ago. Now the faculty and students at Sunnybrook High want to remember the lost cheerleaders. But for
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Monica, it's not that easy. She just wants to forget. Only, Monica's world is starting to unravel. There are
the letters in her stepdad's desk, an unearthed, years-old cell phone, a strange new friend at school. . . .
Whatever happened five years ago isn't over. Some people in town know more than they're saying. And
somehow, Monica is at the center of it all. There are no more cheerleaders in Sunnybrook, but that
doesn't mean anyone else is safe. More Praise for Kara Thomas: "Gripping from start to finish . . . with
twists that left me shocked."--VICTORIA AVEYARD, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Red Queen
"You'll be up all night tearing through the pages."--BUSTLE "This deliciously deceptive thriller...is a musthave."--SLJ
Dead Zero Stephen Hunter 2011-08-23 Marine Corps master sniper Bob Lee Swagger travels to the
remote deserts and caves of Afghanistan to track down a renegade Marine who is using extreme
measures to complete a mission.
Crime Fiction and Film in the Sunshine State Steve Glassman 1997 From Elmore Leonard's professional
hoods to Carl Hiaasen's amateur grotesques, Florida's mystery writers have created a criminal universe
that centers on Miami. For the first time, a group of literary critics examines how the center of crime
shifted from the City of Angels to the home of Miami Vice and the Magic Kingdom and why the country's
southernmost state has developed such a concentration of talented mystery writers. In addition to essays
on the origins of the detective novel in Florida and its contemporary masters, the book includes a chapter
on Florida film noir from Key Largo to Body Heat and the first comprehensive bibliography of mysteries
set in the state.
Reaper's Fall Joanna Wylde 2015 Levi "Painter" Brooks was nothing before he joined the Reapers
motorcycle club. They became his brothers and his life, and all they asked in return was a strong arm and
unconditional loyalty-- a loyalty that's tested when he's caught and sentenced to prison for a crime
committed on their behalf. Melanie Tucker may have had a rough start, she's learned to fight for her future
and started a new life. Yet every night she dreams of a biker whose touch she can't forget. Now Painter
Brooks is coming home ... and Melanie's about to learn that there's no room for innocence in the Reapers
MC.
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The Reaper of Zons Catherine Shepherd 2016-02-16 Year 1495: In the medieval city of Zons, head of the
City Guard, Bastian Mühlenberg, wonders how a place so idyllic could produce yet another vicious serial
killer. From the shocking state of each new victim's body, Mühlenberg determines the latest madman's
weapon of choice is a golden sickle. The hunt for the killer leads him into an underground maze in search
of a treasure chest that his old friend Father Johannes guards the keys to. Can Mühlenberg beat the next
swing of the sickle? Present day: The last time he worked a serial killer case, Zons detective Oliver
Bergmann found assistance--and love--in the form of journalist Emily Richter. Together they had solved a
fatal puzzle by scouring Bastian Mühlenberg's centuries-old notes, but apparently there's more than one
murderous history buff in Zons. When Emily's best friend becomes a target, they must find what escaped
their careful eyes in the last investigation--before the current killer fulfills his ghastly plan.
The Rape Of Nanking Iris Chang 2014-03-11 The New York Times bestselling account of one of history's
most brutal -- and forgotten -- massacres, when the Japanese army destroyed China's capital city on the
eve of World War II In December 1937, one of the most horrific atrocities in the long annals of wartime
barbarity occurred. The Japanese army swept into the ancient city of Nanking (what was then the capital
of China), and within weeks, more than 300,000 Chinese civilians and soldiers were systematically raped,
tortured, and murdered. In this seminal work, Iris Chang, whose own grandparents barely escaped the
massacre, tells this history from three perspectives: that of the Japanese soldiers, that of the Chinese,
and that of a group of Westerners who refused to abandon the city and created a safety zone, which
saved almost 300,000 Chinese. Drawing on extensive interviews with survivors and documents brought to
light for the first time, Iris Chang's classic book is the definitive history of this horrifying episode. "Chang
vividly, methodically, records what happened, piecing together the abundant eyewitness reports into an
undeniable tapestry of horror." - Adam Hochschild, Salon !--[if !supportAnnotations]-- !--[if
!supportAnnotations]-- !--[endif]-Fade to Black Leslie A. Kelly 2013-11-01 A team of FBI agents is on the trail of the Reaper...a monster
who auctions off death in a twisted cyber-game. The first book of New York Times Bestselling Author
Leslie A. Kelly's thrilling BLACK CATs series! Nominated for the National Reader's Choice Award for Best
Romantic Suspense Novel! A team of FBI agents are on the trail of the Reaper--a monster who auctions
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off means-of-death at a cyber playground for deviants. Special Agent Dean Taggert's investigation takes
him to the small town of Hope Valley, Virginia, where he meets the strong and competent Sheriff Stacey
Rhodes. Dean and Stacey are in a battle of wits against the Reaper, knowing he has chosen his next
victim: a young child.
FORBIDDEN ZONE JON. GLIDDON 2020
Killmore Martha Sweeney 2016-11-15
Reaper: Drone Strike Nicholas Irving 2020-07-21 Nicholas Irving's Reaper: Drone Strike is the next book in
the explosive thriller series by the former special operations sniper and New York Times bestselling author
of The Reaper. On a classified mission to help the Israeli Defense Forces stop a Syrian and Hezbollah
invasion to seize the Golan Heights, Ranger sniper Vick Harwood and his spotter go deep undercover.
Operating with limited support from the American and Israeli governments, Vick is out on the edge.
Alessandra Cavezza, Director of Operations in Syria for the Italian UN Commission for Refugees, is
moving families out of an embattled neighborhood. The nearly vacant suburb has been a haven for antiAssad forces, ISIS militants, and Russian private military contractors. As she crawls into the basement of
a home to help find a young girl’s doll, she finds a secret room that has detailed descriptions of
unthinkable attacks on the United States, and falls into the hands of a madman: Jasar Tankian, Lebanese
mastermind behind the plots. As Syrian tanks attempt to push through Israeli defenses at the border,
Team Reaper picks off Syrian tank commanders as they battle Israeli tanks, jets, and infantrymen.
Combat intensifies as Vick goes black on ammunition. Commandeering a cargo drone to deliver Team
Reaper to a landing zone near the coordinates, Vick becomes Alessandra’s—and America’s—only hope for
survival.
Red Zone Thomas Trier 2016-05-26 Think of the confusion, disarray, and complete lawlessness of any
country torn apart by war. Imagine the scene in 2003, after Coalition Forces moved into Iraq. After the
Iraqi Army was defeated and the National Police Force purged of Saddam's former Ba'ath Party members,
rendering the army and police force ineffective and in need of retraining. Not long after the ceasefire, the
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Coalition brought in tens of thousands of contractors to help rebuild all of Iraq. What better environment
than a post-war country still engulfed in chaos to operate as a serial killer...' Kill the right people at the
right time... Guaranteed not to be caught... Even if some innocents are caught in the passion of the
moment, the military just calls that "collateral damage." Red Zone is the story of FBI Agent Tom Kessler
and the men and women of the FBI who lead the Iraqi Major Crimes Task Force, which is tasked to
pursue James Fent, firefighter, US contractor, and serial killer. Under his employment, Fent travels on
missions to exotic, lawless places all over the world, where he handles the most dangerous firefighting
situations imaginable and uses the cover of his job to start fires and kill his victims. The chaotic world of
Iraq 2004 puts Fent on top of the food chain, and he becomes a true alpha predator-finding, burning, and
killing Saddam's former henchmen. To Kessler and the Iraqi Major Crimes Task Force, Fent and other
criminal elements in Iraq represent new and dangerous challenges. The Red Zone is filled with robbers,
kidnappers and murderers, all operating in the fog of war.
Reaper's Property Joanna Wylde 2016-08-17 Marie doesn't need a complication like Horse. The massive,
tattooed badass biker who shows up at her brother's house one afternoon doesn't agree. He wants Marie
on his bike and in his bed. Now. But Marie just left her abusive jerk of an ex-husband and she's not
looking for a new man. Especially one like Horse. She doesn't know his real name or where he lives.
She's ninety percent certain he's a criminal and that the "business" he talked with her brother wasn't
website design. She needs him out of her life, which would be a snap if he wasn't so damned sexy. Horse
is part of the Reapers Motorcycle Club, and when he wants something, he takes it. What is he wants is
Marie, but she's not interested in becoming some biker's property. Then her brother steals from the club.
Now Marie can save him by giving Horse what he wants-at home, in public, on his bike... and if she's a
very, very good girl, he'll let her brother live. Author's Note: This book was originally released through a
small publisher in 2013.
The Mammoth Book of Best New Horror 16 Stephen Jones 2012-03-01 The latest edition of the world's
foremost annual showcase of horror and dark fantasy fiction. Here are some of the very best short stories
and novellas by today's finest exponents of horror fiction - including Kim Newman, Neil Gaiman, China
Miéville, Paul McAuley, Glen Hirshberg, Ramsey Campbell and Tanith Lee. The Mammoth Book of Best
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New Horror 16 also contains the most comprehensive overview of horror around the world during the
year, lists of useful contact addresses and a fascinating necrology. It is the one book that is required
reading for every fan of macabre fiction.
Heart of The Reaper YD La Mar 2021-05-23 How much can one go through before life breaks them? The
only thing that keeps me together, keeps me sane, is my monster. Did I plan to fall in love with my
monster, the grim reaper? No. But it happened anyway. And all he does is push me away. You know
what? He needs to be careful what he asks for because he just might get it.
Death's Legacy Dennis K. Crosby 2020-10-27 Twenty years ago, Reaper of Souls Kassidy Simmons
battled Azra-El, the Angel of Death and won-or so she thought. Now, a number of strange and
unexplained deaths are afflicting Kassidy's quiet New York town. She wishes she didn't care. But she
does. Her empathic abilities are expanding beyond her control, and the intense emotions are tearing apart
her relationships. They're also degrading the magical wards put in place to protect her from other Reapers
and the even deadlier Wraiths-onyx-eyed henchmen of Azra-El. Allied with her longtime mentor and a
college professor with ties to her past, Kassidy learns that the untimely deaths are regenerating Azra-El,
and that the only way to stop him is with the Scythe of Cronus, the legendary weapon of the God of
Death. To save her loved ones and reset the natural order, Kassidy must journey home and confront a
past she's been running from for two decades. She'll face-off with enemies, old and new, and through a
haze of fear and addiction, Kassidy will learn the secrets of her heritage, and challenge head on the one
being she fears most-herself.
Devoted in Death J. D. Robb 2015-09-15 In this crime thriller in the #1 New York Times bestselling series,
Lieutenant Eve Dallas tracks a pair of Bonnie and Clyde copycats whose heated passion for each other is
fueled by cold brutality. When Eve Dallas examines a fresh body in a seedy alleyway in downtown
Manhattan, the victim’s injuries are so extensive that she almost misses the clue. Carved into the skin is
the shape of a heart—initials inside reading “E” and “D”... In Arkansas, Ella-Loo and her recently
released ex-con boyfriend, Darryl, don’t ever intend to part again. So they hit the road, but then things get
a little messy and they wind up killing someone—an experience that stokes a fierce, wild desire in Ella-
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Loo. A desire for Darryl. And a desire to kill again. As they cross state lines on their way to New York to
find the life they think they deserve, they leave a trail of evil behind them. But now they’ve landed in the
jurisdiction of Lt. Dallas and her team at the New York Police and Security Department. And, with her
husband Roarke at her side, Eve has every intention of hunting them down and giving them what they
truly deserve...
Fear the Reaper David Simms 2018-06-10 A psychologist unearths America’s darkest secret through the
terrors of an asylum in 1933 Virginia, where the elite aim to eliminate millions of "unfit" citizens. The truths
that have been erased from history come to life in this thriller about the nation's ugly and forgotten
chapter. Still haunted by the death of this wife and son during childbirth, psychologist and WWI vet
Samuel Taylor accepts a position at Western Valley Hospital. Superintendent Joseph Dejarnette leads the
movement to purify humanity by exterminating anyone the Society, led by the kings of industry, deemed to
be "defective" or "unfit". Sam discovers that his testing often condemns patients simply for being less than
the new "American" ideal, yet he learns he cannot quit his job. Dejarnette desires Sam to be his right
hand at the asylum but warns him that Sam’s deaf brother and new immigrant girlfriend have already
been labeled as unfit by the new masterminds of eugenics. Sam begins to question his sanity as the
mysteries of the area emerge from the shadows, compelling him to dig deeper into the horrors of the
movement, realizing how complicit he is in the deaths around him. Experiments beyond his worst
nightmares occur daily, as citizens from neighboring towns begin disappearing at a frightening rate. Sam
devises a bold plan to escape and unleash the truth, but learns that Dejarnette’s tendrils reach into every
major American city. The proof he ultimately uncovers may doom everyone he holds close while
influencing the world's most heinous act in history.
The Mammoth Book of Best New Horror 24 Stephen Jones 2013-10-03 For nearly twenty-five years The
Mammoth Book of Best New Horror has been the world's leading annual anthology dedicated solely to
showcasing the best in contemporary horror fiction. Comprising the most outstanding new short fiction by
both contemporary masters of horror and exciting newcomers, this multiple award-winning series also
offers an overview of the year in horror, a comprehensive necrology of recent obituaries, and an
indispensable directory of contact details for dedicated horror fans and writers. The Mammoth Book of
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Best New Horror remains the world's leading annual anthology dedicated solely to presenting the best in
contemporary horror fiction. Praise for previous Mammoth Books of Best New Horror: 'Stephen Jones . . .
has a better sense of the genre than almost anyone in this country.' Lisa Tuttle, The Times. 'The best
horror anthologist in the business is, of course, Stephen Jones, whose Mammoth Book of Best New
Horror is one of the major bargains of this as of any other year.' Roz Kavaney. 'An essential volume for
horror readers.' Locus
Croak Gina Damico 2012 A delinquent sixteen-year-old girl is sent to live with her uncle for the summer,
only to learn that he is a Grim Reaper who wants to teach her the family business.
Street Warrior Ralph Friedman 2017-07-25 2,000 arrests. 100 off-duty arrests. 6,000 assists. 15
shootings. 8 shot. 4 kills. These are not the performance statistics of an entire NYPD unit. They are the
record that makes Detective 2nd Grade Ralph Friedman a legend. Friedman was arguably the toughest
cop ever to wear the shield and was the most decorated detective in the NYPD’s 170-year history.
Stationed at the South Bronx’s notorious 41 Precinct, known by its nickname “Fort Apache,” Friedman
served during one of the city’s most dire times: the 1970s and ‘80s, when fiscal crisis, political
disillusionment, an out-of-control welfare system, and surging crime and drug use were just a few of its
problems. Street Warrior tells an unvarnished story of harrowing vice and heroic grit, including Friedman’s
reflections on racial profiling, confrontations with the citizens he swore to protect, and the use of deadly
force.
The Spirit Collection Numbers 1, 2, 3 Yojimbo Press LLC 2014-09-21 This amazing, action packed
collection of The Spirit features issues numbers 1, 2 and 3. In issue number 1, Wanted Dead or Alive, we
join masked crusader, detective Denny Colt, in the following tales of adventure and crime fighting... A
knife out of nowhere turns The Spirit from the hunter to the hunted in "Wanted for Murder". The country's
most wanted criminal leads The Spirit on a chase through a war zone in "Tony Zacco, Public Enemy No.
1". Police woman Ellen Dolan follows a sexy fashionista and finds a fight in "Dressed to Kill". The Spirit
wastes no time running down a killer in "A Clock Stops". Evil-eye Manders votes yes to using his fists full
of knuckles in "The Eyes Have It". A killer leads The Spirit through the sewers of the city in "Manhunt"
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plus more. Issue number 2, Crime Doesn't Pay, contains the following stories... It's not a pretty picture,
and The Spirit refuses to be hung in "Framed". The Spirit doesn't clown when he's trapped in a lion's den
in "Circus Daze". The Spirit proves the fist is mightier than the sword in "On Guard, Crime". Did Ellen
Dolan turn murderess in "Reserved, One Electric Chair". Can the dead come back to kill in "Death After
Death". An old fashioned fiend comes to Central City in "Brummagem vs. Pettigrew" plus more. Issue
number 3, Murder Runs Wild, contains the following stories... Killer Andy Horgan finds you can't cheat the
Girm Reaper in "Death Takes Its Toll". The Spirit uses his musical talents to send a Maestro behind bars
in "Music Hath Charms". An old friend brings a bouquet of trouble in "An Old Beau Returns". The Spirit
shows who's most likely to fight crime from the Class of '35 in "Class Reunion". Terrible Terry Gill wants
an heir to carry on, and that's just what the kid does in "Wanted. One Child". The Spirit rains a cloudburst
of blows on Killer Sykes in "Story Weather" plus more. Created and illustrated by Will Eisner in the forties,
The Spirit is a masked crime fighter who, like Batman, fights with the backing of the City's chief of police.
Enjoy a nostalgic trip down memory lane with the best titles from the golden age of comics. Yojimbo
Press has lovingly remastered these timeless classics with vivid color correction and image restoration.
For You Kristen Ashley 2011-11-15 Lieutenant Alexander Colton and February Owens were high school
sweethearts. Everyone in their small town knew from the moment they met they were meant for each
other. But something happened and Feb broke Colt’s heart then she turned wild and tragedy struck. Colt
meted out revenge against the man who brought Feb low but even though Colt risked it all for her, Feb
turned her back on him and left town. Fifteen years later, Feb comes back to help run the family bar. But
there’s so much water under the bridge separating her and Colt everyone knows they’ll never get back
together. Until someone starts hacking up people in Feb’s life. Colt is still Colt and Feb is still Feb so the
town watches as Colt goes all out to find the murderer while trying to keep Feb safe. As the bodies pile
up, The Feds move in and a twisting, turning story unravels exposing a very sick man who has claimed
numerous victims along the way, Feb and Colt battle their enduring attraction and the beautiful but lost
history that weaves them together.
Shadow Soul Dylan H. Jones 2020-08-18 A Welsh police inspector investigates the dubious death of an
RAF commander in his island community in this thrilling mystery by the author of Doll Face. When RAF
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drone pilot, Bobbie Matthews, suffers a devastating trauma, it sets in motion a series of events that sets
the whole Island of Anglesey on edge . . . After an RAF Base Commander is found dead on a popular
tourist beach, DI Manx is assigned to the case and soon discovers the investigation is more complex and
sinister than he imagined. Meanwhile, paranoid and wracked with guilt that her actions might have led to
the death of her own husband, Bobbie sets out to uncover the truth. But at what cost? And is there a link
between Bobbie’s past and the body on the beach? Pushed to his limit, Manx is about to find out . . .
Shadow Soul can be read as part of the international bestselling DI Tudor Manx series or as a thrilling
stand-alone. It will appeal to fans of authors like Angela Marsons, Matt Brolly, and Ann Cleeves. Praise for
Shadow Soul “This book will keep you on the edge of your seat from the first page to the very last page.”
—Lisa Regan, USA Today–and Wall Street Journal–bestselling author of the Detective Josie Quinn series
Weakest Lynx Fiona Quinn 2015-04-17 20-year-old Lexi Sobado is a woman with a psychic gift caught in
the middle of a sinister web of crime and corruption. The victim of a stalker, Lexi finds herself romantically
entangled with the special agent charged with protecting her. Thing is, Lexi herself has worked for the
intelligence community in the past. What she hides, what she reveals and what she keeps trying to
uncover become the juggling act our heroine deals with as she tries to save her own life and stop the
killer.
Way of the Reaper Nicholas Irving 2016-08-09 From the New York Times Bestselling Author and Co-Star
of Fox's American Grit comes a rare and powerful book on the art of being a sniper. Way of the Reaper is
a step-by-step accounting of how a sniper works, through the lens of Irving's most significant kills - none
of which have been told before. Each mission is an in-depth look at a new element of eliminating the
enemy, from intel to luck, recon to weaponry. Told in a thrilling narrative, this is also a heart-pounding true
story of some of The Reaper's boldest missions including the longest shot of his military career on a
human target of over half a mile. In Iraq and Afghanistan, Nick Irving earned his nickname in blood,
destroying the enemy with his sniper rifle and in deadly firefights behind a .50 caliber machine gun. He
engaged a Taliban suicide bomber during a vicious firefight, used nearly silent sub-sonic ammo, and was
the target of snipers himself. Way of the Reaper attempts to place the reader in the heat of battle,
experiencing the same dangers, horrors and acts of courage Irving faced as an elite member of the 3rd
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Ranger Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, while also examining the personal ramifications of taking
another life. Readers will experience the rush of the hunt and the dangers that all snipers must face, while
learning what it takes to become an elite manhunter. Like the Reaper himself, this explosive book blazes
new territory and takes no prisoners.
Zons-Thriller Catherine Shepherd 2016-07-22 Über 1.000.000 Leser waren bisher von den Thrillern von
Catherine Shepherd begeistert. In ihren Romanen lässt die Autorin Vergangenheit und Gegenwart des
mittelalterlichen und heutigen Zons zu atemberaubenden Thrillern verschmelzen. Alle vier Thriller dieses
Sammelbandes ("Der Puzzlemörder von Zons", "Erntezeit", "Kalter Zwilling" und "Auf den Flügeln der
Angst") belegten Spitzenplätze in den Charts. Der erste Thriller "Der Puzzlemörder von Zons" stürmte
Anfang 2015 unter dem Titel "Fatal Puzzle" auch die US-amerikanischen E-Book Charts und landete dort
auf Nr. 3. "Kalter Zwilling", gewann sogar einen Buchpreis auf der Leipziger Buchmesse 2014. T Tauchen
Sie mit diesem Bundle in die spannende Thriller-Welt von Catherine Shepherd ein. Diverse Print- und
Onlinemedien berichteten über Catherine Shepherds Bestseller, z.B. ZDF heute, ZEIT Online, das FOCUS
Magazin, die BILD am Sonntag, die Westdeutsche Zeitung oder die FÜR SIE. PRESSE- UND
LESERSTIMMEN "Der Mörder Dietrich Hellenbroich erinnert in seiner schaurigen Sammelwut an den
Grenouille, die Hauptfigur aus Patrick Süskinds Bestseller „Das Parfum“. Die den Roman durchziehende
Symbolik wiederum ähnelt den Dan Brown-Bestsellern." (WZ, Westdeutsche Zeitung) "Der fesselnde Krimi
macht Lust auf mehr von der Autorin - und auf einen Besuch in dem mittelalterlichen Ort." (FÜR SIE)
Beschreibung "Der Puzzlemörder von Zons" „Catherine Shepherd gelingt es in ihrem ersten Thriller
meisterhaft, die Begegnung zwischen Historie und Gegenwart zu inszenieren. Ein packendes Werk, von
der ersten bis zur letzten Minute!“ Zons 1495: Eine junge Frau wird geschändet und verstümmelt
aufgefunden. Offensichtlich war sie Opfer des Rituals eines perversen Mörders geworden. Eigentlich ist
das kleine mittelalterliche Städtchen Zons, das damals wie heute genau zwischen Düsseldorf und Köln
am Rhein liegt, immer besonders friedlich gewesen. Doch seitdem der Kölner Erzbischof Friedrich von
Saarwerden dem Städtchen die Zollrechte verliehen hatte, tauchte immer mehr kriminelles Gesindel auf.
Bastian Mühlenberg von der Zonser Stadtwache ist geschockt von der Brutalität des Mörders und verfolgt
seine Spur – nicht ahnend, dass auch er bereits in den Fokus des Puzzlemörders geraten ist...
Gegenwart: Die Journalismus-Studentin Emily kann ihr Glück kaum fassen! Sie darf eine ganze
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Artikelserie über die historischen Zonser Morde schreiben. Doch mit Beginn ihrer Reportage scheint der
mittelalterliche Puzzlemörder von Zons wieder lebendig zu werden, als eine brutal zugerichtete
Frauenleiche in Zons aufgefunden wird. Kriminalkommissar Oliver Bergmann nimmt die Ermittlungen auf.
Erst viel zu spät erkennt er den Zusammenhang zur Vergangenheit. Verzweifelt versucht er die
Puzzleteile des Mörders zusammenzufügen, doch der Täter ist immer einen Schritt voraus... Beschreibung
"Erntezeit" (vorheriger Titel: "Der Sichelmörder von Zons") „In ihrem zweiten Roman lässt die Autorin
Catherine Shepherd erneut Vergangenheit und Gegenwart zu einem atemberaubenden Thriller
verschmelzen. Shepherd führt Sie auf eine unglaublich spannende Reise!“ Zons 1496: Während Bastian
Mühlenberg von der Zonser Stadtwache auf der Spur eines uralten Schatzes ist, den der Erzbischof von
Saarwerden bei Errichtung der Stadtmauern tief unter der Erde von Zons verborgen hat, treibt ein brutaler
Mörder mit einer goldenen Sichel sein blutiges Spiel mit seinen Opfern. Scheinbar wahllos verschwinden
„unbescholtene“ Bürger und alles was von ihnen übrig bleibt, sind ihre toten Zungen, die sichtbaren
Zeichen ihrer Sünden. Drei silberne Schlüssel, behütet von Pfarrer Johannes und der St. SebastianusSchützenbruderschaft, führen Bastian in ein verschlungenes Labyrinth unterhalb von Zons, wo ein
düsteres Geheimnis auf ihn wartet... Gegenwart: Ein menschlicher Fußknochen wird in den Rheinauen
von Zons gefunden. Kommissar Oliver Bergmann kann zunächst keine Leiche finden. Doch dann
überschlagen sich die Ereignisse. Oliver verfängt sich in einem schier undurchdringbaren Netz aus
Verdächtigen und Vermissten. Die nagelneue Salzsäureanlage im Chemiepark Dormagen gerät ebenso in
sein Visier wie geldsüchtige Banker, eine goldene Mordwaffe und Gandhis „sieben Todsünden der
Moderne“. Als die Journalismus-Studentin Emily und ihre beste Freundin Anna in ernsthafter Gefahr
schweben, erkennt Oliver verzweifelt, dass ihm nicht mehr viel Zeit bleibt... Beschreibung "Kalter Zwilling"
Der dritte Bestseller-Thriller von Catherine Shepherd führt Sie in die Tiefen menschlicher Abgründe. Eine
weitere Begegnung von Vergangenheit und Gegenwart, die Sie nicht vergessen werden: Zons 1496: Ein
schrecklicher Fluch beendet Elisas junges Leben, noch bevor sie ihre neugeborenen Zwillingssöhne in
den Armen halten kann. Bastian Mühlenberg von der Zonser Stadtwache ahnt zunächst nichts vom
düsteren Familiengeheimnis, das auf den Brüdern lastet. Als der Schmied mit gefälschten Goldgulden
zerstückelt vor der Stadtmauer gefunden und das friedliche Städtchen von einer neuen Mordserie
erschüttert wird, nimmt Bastian Mühlenberg die Spur des Mörders auf. Stück für Stück wird er in eine
unheilvolle Verschwörung hineingezogen, die das Leben seiner Familie bedroht… Gegenwart: Der
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grausame Mord an einer Prostituierten führt Kommissar Oliver Bergmann zu seinem dritten großen Fall
nach Zons. Offensichtlich ist der Mörder ein kaltblütiger Psychopath, der ein perverses Machtspiel mit
seinen Opfern treibt. Währenddessen schreibt Journalismus-Studentin Emily mit Hilfe von Professor
Morgenstern, dem Leiter einer psychiatrischen Klinik vor den Toren von Zons, eine Reportage über die
menschlichen Abgründe psychopathischer Persönlichkeiten. Als ein Universitätsprofessor aus Köln, keine
dreißig Kilometer von Zons entfernt, auf martialische Weise ermordet wird, meint Oliver Bergmann ein
Muster aus der Vergangenheit zu erkennen. Ein über fünfhundert Jahre alter Fluch scheint zu neuem
Leben erwacht... Beschreibung "Auf den Flügeln der Angst" "Shepherd's vierter Thriller führt Sie auf einen
trügerischen Pfad, auf dem nichts so ist, wie es scheint. Eine weitere Begegnung von Vergangenheit und
Gegenwart, die Sie nicht mehr loslassen wird ..." Zons 1497: Bastian Mühlenberg von der Zonser
Stadtwache steht vor einem Rätsel. Am Morgen nach dem Geburtstagsfest von Pfarrer Johannes
schwimmt eine tote Frau im Burggraben. Vom Täter fehlt jede Spur. Als kurz darauf vor den Stadttoren
von Zons ein Bote brutal ermordet wird, beginnt eine atemlose Jagd. Bastian entdeckt ein Geheimnis
hinter den Steinen der Stadtmauer. Eine geheimnisvolle dunkle Flüssigkeit führt ihn auf eine gefährliche
Reise, denn auch der Mörder ist auf der Jagd nach dem teuflischen Elixier ... Gegenwart: Die
alleinerziehende junge Mutter Saskia nimmt an einer klinischen Studie teil. Doch statt der erhofften
Befreiung von ihren Ängsten fühlt sie sich von Tag zu Tag schlechter und kann am Ende nicht mehr
zwischen Wahn und Wirklichkeit unterscheiden. Während Saskia von unerklärlichen, grausamen Bildern
verfolgt wird, ermittelt Kommissar Oliver Bergmann in einer neuen Mordserie. Ein Stadtrat wird in seiner
Zonser Wohnung ertränkt, wenig später führt ein Anruf die Polizei zu einer weiteren Leiche. Die einzige
Verbindung zwischen den Opfern ist eine seltene Droge in ihrem Blut. Obwohl alles auf ein männliches
Täterprofil hindeutet, hat Oliver starke Zweifel. Erst im letzten Moment erkennt er den wahren
Zusammenhang, der ihn zurück ins Mittelalter führt ... HINWEIS: Dieser Sammelband ist nur für kurze Zeit
erhältlich.
Centaur of the Crime Michael Angel 2011-10-01 Dayna Chrissie, the leading Crime Scene Analyst for the
LAPD, enjoys nothing more than finding the one clue that can solve a crime. The day she finds a golden
medallion on a body that's been dumped at a downtown construction site, she doesn't think much about it.
Until that medallion transports her to the magical kingdom of Andeluvia. Dayna discovers that she's been
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summoned to solve the murder of the realm's king, before war breaks out between Andeluvia and the
Centaur Kingdoms. When the trail of evidence leads from Andeluvia, back to LA, Dayna must bring all of
her forensic skill to bear in order to solve the case. The price of failure? A war that will kill millions and
devastate both lands. Hope she works best under pressure.
Red Light Zone Jeff Zycinski 2019-01-24 Stop! Danger! Sex for sale! A red light can signify any one of
those, but in a radio station it means a microphone has gone live: the walls may be soundproof, but in a
studio space, everyone can hear you scream...or sneeze. For twenty-five years, Jeff Zycinski worked for
BBC Radio and became the longest-serving boss of Radio Scotland. He made the big decisions - buying
a new vacuum cleaner for the Selkirk office - and chaired a meeting that almost erupted in violence when
someone suggested cats were better than dogs. He has a lot to say about Brexit, Scottish Independence,
football, BBC bias, Islam and strippers...but not in this book. Okay, he talks about them a bit...mainly the
strippers. An affectionate, humorous account of inside life at the Beeb - you will never buy chips in the
same way again!
Down Comes the Night Allison Saft 2021-03-02 "A YA fantasy classic in the making." - Christine Lynn
Herman, author of The Devouring Gray "Fans of Leigh Bardugo’s “Grisha Trilogy” and Marie Rutkoski’s
“Winner’s Trilogy” have been waiting for this Darkling-esque romance..." - School Library Journal (Starred
Review) New York Times bestselling author Allison Saft’s Down Comes the Night is a snow-drenched
romantic fantasy that keeps you racing through the pages long into the night. He saw the darkness in her
magic. She saw the magic in his darkness. Wren Southerland’s reckless use of magic has cost her
everything: she's been dismissed from the Queen’s Guard and separated from her best friend—the girl she
loves. So when a letter arrives from a reclusive lord, asking Wren to come to his estate, Colwick Hall, to
cure his servant from a mysterious illness, she seizes her chance to redeem herself. The mansion is
crumbling, icy winds haunt the caved-in halls, and her eccentric host forbids her from leaving her room
after dark. Worse, Wren’s patient isn’t a servant at all but Hal Cavendish, the infamous Reaper of Vesria
and her kingdom’s sworn enemy. Hal also came to Colwick Hall for redemption, but the secrets in the
estate may lead to both of their deaths. With sinister forces at work, Wren and Hal realize they’ll have to
join together if they have any hope of saving their kingdoms. But as Wren circles closer to the nefarious
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truth behind Hal’s illness, they realize they have no escape from the monsters within the mansion. All they
have is each other, and a startling desire that could be their downfall. Love makes monsters of us all
What Do I Read Next? Neil Barron 2005-10-21 Provides synopses for over 1,500 titles of current popular
fiction and recommends other books by such criteria as authors, characters portrayed, time period,
geographical setting, or genre
T.A.Z. Hakim Bey 2003-01-01 'Who is Hakim Bey? I love him!' Timothy Leary'Exquisite...' Allen
Ginsberg'Hard-line dada/surrealism' Rudy Rucker'A Blake angel on bad acid' Robert Anton Wilson'Scares
the shit out of us' Church of the SubGeniusThe underground cult bestseller! Essays that redefine the
psychogeographical nooks of autonomy. Recipes for poetic terror, anarcho -black magic, post-situ
psychotropic surgery, denunciations of spiritual addictions to vapid infotainment cults -- this is the bastard
classic, the watermark impressed upon our minds. Where conscience informs praxis, and action infects
consciousness, T.A.Z. is beginning to worm its way into above-ground culture.This book offers inspired
blasts of writing, from slogans to historical essays, on the need to insert revolutionary happiness into
everyday life through poetic action, and celebrating the radical optimism present in outlaw cultures. It
should appeal to alternative thinkers and punks everywhere, as it celebrates liberation, love and poetic
living.The new edition contains the full text of Chaos: The Broadsheets of Ontological Anarchism, the
complete communiques and flyers of the Association fo Ontological Anarchy, the long essay 'The
Temporary Autonomous Zone,' and a new preface by the author.'A literary masterpiece...' Freedom'A
linguistic romp...' Colin Wilson'Fascinating...' William Burroughs
Danger Zone Franklin W. Dixon 1992 When wealthy, hard-driving corporate genius Jason Wilding
reluctantly takes a break from his business and his husband-hunting girlfriends for a Christmas visit to his
Kentucky hometown, he has no idea what his physician brother, David, has in store for him. It seems that
Amy Thompkins, a whimsical young widow, has captured David's heart, but courting her with a demanding
baby in tow has been difficult. In order to pursue her, David persuades Jason to stay with her and take
care of her son for a week. As Jason moves into Amy's house and they grow closer, he must confront the
fact that he and his brother are now in love with the same woman...and their lives will never be the same
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again.
Souls of the Reaper Markie Madden 2016-02-02 A rogue Reaper is on the loose in Dallas. Su Xiong is a
sociopath with no care for human life. He steals souls whose time is not yet up in order to become a more
powerful Immortal. While he’s on the prowl to gain power, his soulless victims roam the streets without
morals, without inhibitions, without any code of conduct. Crime rises tenfold: petty wrongdoing, road rage,
prostitution, drugs, and drinking. But for each soul he keeps, his own mental stability begins to degrade, a
fact that Xiong is dangerously blind to. Can Lacey and Colton, along with Drs. Dilorenzo and Matthews,
find him, and stop him, before the insanity inside spoils the souls he holds within?
The Oath Klaus-Peter Wolf 2020-02-06 An atmospheric and chilling crime thriller from an internationally
bestselling author, perfect for readers of Ann Cleeves and Peter James. If the system can't make them
pay, then he will . . . Former chief of police, Ubbo Heide, is enjoying a peaceful seaside retirement - until
a gruesome package containing a severed head turns up on his doorstep and catapults him back into a
world he left behind. When a torso is found on the local beach, it's assumed it's from the same victim.
That is until a second head turns up. As the investigation reaches fever pitch, Chief Inspector Ann Kathrin
Klaasen, now assigned to the case, realises that the two victims are connected. Soon it's clear that this
quiet coastal community is facing a brutal serial killer. One who is taking justice into his own hands . . .
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